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Understanding nanodomain morphology formation
in dip-coated PS-b-PEO thin ﬁlms†
Hoang M. Nguyen, ‡ Ariane V. Mader,
and Jaana Vapaavuori *

‡ Swarnalok De

Block copolymer (BCP) thin ﬁlms prepared by dip-coating are increasingly investigated, owing to the many
promising application areas, the facility, and the industrial scalability of this technique. Yet, the eﬀect of
diﬀerent dip-coating parameters on BCP nanostructure formation is still underdeveloped and the results
of previous literature are limited to a few block copolymers. Here, we study the eﬀect of the withdrawal
rate and solvent selectivity on the morphology evolution of dip-coated polystyrene-b-poly(ethylene
oxide) thin ﬁlms by applying a wide range of dip-coating speeds and altering the volume ratio of the
tetrahydrofuran–water solvent system. The dip-coated ﬁlms were characterized using atomic force
Received 9th April 2021
Accepted 2nd July 2021

microscopy and ellipsometry. The nanodomain morphology, its feature sizes, its spanning, and the
degree of ordering were investigated with regard to diﬀerent dip-coating parameters. Notably, we have
obtained a hexagonally packed BCP pattern with long-range order without the need for post-annealing
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processes. Overall, a solid understanding of the parameters aﬀecting the formed surface patterns and

rsc.li/nanoscale-advances

their interplay was attained and explained, extending the knowledge of this ﬁeld to more materials.

1. Introduction
Block copolymer (BCP) self-assembly into thin lms has shown
great potential for applicability in the semiconductor,1–3
sensing,4,5 electronics,6 membrane ltration,7–9 and photovoltaic10,11 industries. For such applications, it is crucial to control
the orientation and evolution of the BCP nanopatterns accurately over relatively large areas. A wide range of well-ordered
nanodomains in BCP thin lms including spheres,12,13 cylinders,14–16 and lamellae17,18 have been reported in literature. To
form these nanodomains, diﬀerent methods such as templated
self-assembly,19 solvent annealing,20 thermal annealing,21 zone
annealing,22 so-shear annealing,23 and electrical24 and
magnetic eld25 ordering have been employed. However, these
techniques oen require external elds and complex instrumental set-ups. More importantly, such annealing steps
involved in the post-processing of these methods can take hours
or even days,26 but the pattern formation and ordering should
ideally take less than a few minutes for industrial applicability.27
These pivotal technological barriers in cost-eﬀectiveness and
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scalability have hindered the industrial manufacturing of BCP
thin lms so far.
Dip-coating is a simple and industrially scalable technique
to fabricate ultrathin lms28 with great control over the lm
thickness.29 Film thickness plays a crucial role in BCP
morphology evolution,30,31 which makes this technique especially attractive for pattern design. In a typical dip-coating
process, a substrate is immersed into a solution containing
the materials to be coated and withdrawn at a constant speed. A
dried lm can be obtained within seconds to a few minutes,
depending on the chosen withdrawal speed, thus making this
method of thin lm creation more attractive than most previously mentioned techniques. Depending on the applied solvent,
fast solvent evaporation conditions, which are known to favour
the oen desired perpendicular BCP morphology, can be
reached.14,32 Moreover, partial solvent annealing can occur due
to the solvent vapor layer during the withdrawal of the lm, so
no further annealing step is required to create a surface pattern.
Despite these advantages, the intricate interplay among
diﬀerent parameters inuencing the drying process in a dipcoating experiment, in which a variety of kinetically trapped
morphologies can be attained,33–35 is usually diﬃcult to control
and interpret, and therefore still underutilized.
The thickness of thin lms created by dip-coating, which
plays a major role in the attained lm morphology, depends on
the withdrawal speed in a V-shaped manner, stemming from
the presence of three distinct withdrawal regimes.29,36 At slower
withdrawal speeds, called the “capillary regime”, the thickness
is dictated by convective capillarity and evaporation. In this
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regime, a slower withdrawal rate will lead to a greater lm
thickness due to prolonged capillary feeding. At faster withdrawal rates, the “viscous drag regime” or “draining regime”,
the drag force of the solution dominates and the lm thickness
can be characterized by the conventional Landau–Levich
equation for viscous ow.37 Therefore, the lm thickness in this
regime increases with increasing withdrawal speed. The governing forces of these two regimes oppose each other, creating
an intermediate withdrawal rate regime where the governing
forces of both regimes are still relevant and almost cancel each
other, allowing for the creation of the thinnest lm. This clear
relationship between the lm thickness and withdrawal speed
allows for the control of the thickness with nanometer
accuracy.29
The eﬀect of several parameters like lm thickness on the
creation of BCP thin lms has already been studied in combination with dip-coating. The morphology evolution of dipcoated supramolecular PS-b-P4VP lms was investigated over
a wide range of withdrawal speeds and the lm morphology was
found to be governed by the lm thickness, lm composition,
and solvent properties.38–41 Solvent selectivity was also found to
aﬀect the structure of the BCP in solution and thus, the nal
formation of the dried lm morphology.42 Such studies to
control dip-coated BCP lms have mainly been limited to PS-bP4VP by now.
While most of the research on dip-coated BCP lms has
focused on PS-b-P4VP, PS-b-PEO might be an even more interesting BCP due to the higher chemical contrast between the two
blocks. This chemical contrast oﬀers the selective binding of
a broader range of additives to one of the blocks to control the
size of the nanodomains as well as the desired physicochemical
properties.43–52 Most of the studies involving the combination of
dip-coating and PS-b-PEO have focused on the fabrication of
mesoporous lms so far, in which a self-assembled PS-b-PEO
structure was used as the template for preparing silica50,52 or
metal oxide mesopores.51 In all of these studies, the eﬀect of the
dip-coating speed on the nal formed mesopores was not discussed, or limited to only one dip-coating regime. On top of
that, thermal annealing was also involved to create better
ordered patterns. This shows that despite the great potential of
PS-b-PEO, there is little understood about the eﬀect of dipcoating parameters on pattern formation.
To the best of our knowledge, there is no systematic investigation on the eﬀect of dip-coating parameters on the
morphology of PS-b-PEO thin lms to date, which would be
needed for intentional pattern design. Hence, the aim of this
research was to extend the knowledge of dip-coated BCP lms to
PS-b-PEO and investigate the morphology evolution in relation
to diﬀerent dip-coating regimes and diﬀerent solvent selectivities. By optimizing the solvent mixture and dip-coating rate, we
have been able to obtain a relatively fast single-step method to
create diverse BCP patterns, including a high degree of hexagonal ordering of vertical cylinders without the need for additional annealing. Finally, a general theory to understand the
eﬀect of various parameters on the pattern formation will be
proposed.

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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2.
2.1

Experimental section
Materials and polymer solution preparation

The block copolymer PS-b-PEO (Mn(PS) ¼ 20 kg mol1 and
Mn(PEO) ¼ 9.5 kg mol1) was purchased from Polymer Source.
Tetrahydrofuran (THF, $99.0%, ACS reagent) was purchased
from Sigma Aldrich. Deionized Milli-Q (18.2 MU cm) water was
used for all procedures. All chemicals were used as received
unless stated otherwise. Experiments were conducted at room
temperature.
Si (100) wafers were provided by Micronova Finland and cut
into pieces of 1  1.5 cm. These Si substrates were then cleaned
by immersion in piranha acid (a mixture of sulfuric acid and
hydrogen peroxide with a volume ratio 7 : 3) for 20 min, followed by rinsing the substrates with deionized water and drying
with nitrogen (caution: piranha is a strong oxidizing solution
and must be used carefully).
A 10 mg ml1 polymer solution was obtained by dissolving
0.05 g PS-b-PEO in 5 ml solvent of pure THF or THF–water
mixtures (2%, 5%, and 10% water by volume), for which
diﬀerent amounts of water were used. The solution was then
stirred overnight and ltered through 0.45 mm Whatman®
syringe lters (Sigma Aldrich). The size distribution of the PS-bPEO structure in solution obtained by dynamic light scattering
(Fig. S3b†) clearly indicates that there is no aggregation formed
in the solution aer the ltration.
2.2

Thin lm fabrication

The Si substrates were dip-coated from the polymer solution
using a KSV NIMA Single Vessel System (Biolin Scientic) dipcoater placed on an anti-vibration platform under ambient
conditions. The Si substrates were immersed in the solution at
a speed of 10 mm min1, followed by a dwell time of 30 s. The
substrates were then withdrawn at varying speeds, ranging from
1 mm min1 to 100 mm min1, and le in a storage box to dry
overnight prior to characterization steps.
2.3

Dynamic light scattering

Dynamic light scattering (DLS) measurements were carried out
using a Zeta Sizer Nano ZS 90 instrument (Malvern) equipped
with a 633 nm laser source. The backscattered measurement
angle was 173 and the equilibrium time before each new
measurement was 180 s. The data reported were calculated by
averaging ve autocorrelation functions for each sample, using
cumulant analysis and non-negative least squares to t the
exponential to the correlation function and obtain the mean
size and size distribution respectively.
2.4

Contact angle measurement

The static contact angle of a sessile drop of diﬀerent solutions
on cleaned Si substrates was measured with a CAM 200 goniometer (Biolin Scientic). For each measurement, a 4 mL drop
was dispensed on the Si surface using a syringe pump, and the
drop image was captured by using a high-resolution camera.
The image was then analyzed using the contact angle plugin of
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ImageJ soware (NIH). All reported values were the average of
measurements of ve distinct drops.
2.5

Thin lm characterization

The lm thickness was measured using an M-2000 spectroscopic ellipsometer (J.A. Woollam) with a xed angle of 65 . For
each sample, three measurements were conducted, and the
Cauchy model was applied to t the thickness data. For this,
a 1.2 nm thick oxide layer was taken into account to obtain the
nal thickness values.
Tapping mode AFM imaging was done using a Multimode 8
atomic force microscope (Bruker) with non-contact AFM cantilevers (NCHV-A, tip radius 8 nm, frequency 320 kHz, and spring
constant 40 N m1, Bruker). The readability of the patterns in
the AFM images was enhanced by adjusting the image colour
scale and using the attening function in the NanoScope
Analysis soware (Bruker). The diameter of the dots was
calculated via the particles analysis tool in ImageJ soware and
the width of the stripes was measured manually using the
Nanoscope Analysis soware. The average nanodomain sizes
and their standard deviations were calculated from at least 20
measurements for each image.
Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) images were obtained via the
2D spectrum lter of the same soware in which the images
were recorded from multiple 1  1 mm height images at
diﬀerent areas within the same lm.
For the TEM analysis of the sample cross section, the dipcoated lms were rst coated with a platinum layer of 15 nm
with a Leica EM High Vacuum Coater ACE600 to provide
mechanical protection for the weak polymer layers. Next, a JEOL
JIB-4700F Multi Beam System was used to deposit an additional
1.18 mm layer of platinum, followed by cutting a cross-sectional
lamella of dimensions 8  8 mm. The lamella was then loaded
onto TEM half grids for subsequent analysis. The grid bound
lamella containing a polymer cross section was vapor stained
with ruthenium tetroxide in a glass covered dish for at least
10 min. TEM images were taken with a JEOL JEM 2800 instrument operated at an acceleration voltage of 200 kV.
Due to the edge eﬀect, which leads to inhomogeneity in the
lm thickness in the top and bottom areas of a dip-coated thin
lm, all the ellipsometry and AFM data were measured from the
middle area of the lm.

3.

Results and discussion

The aim of this research was to understand how diﬀerent
parameters aﬀect the morphological patterns created by the
spontaneous self-assembly of the block copolymer (BCP) into
thin lms via dip-coating. For this, lms were dip-coated on Si
substrates at diﬀerent withdrawal speeds and from diﬀerent
solutions containing the same concentration of PS-b-PEO to
investigate potential trends. The dip-coating speed was varied
from 1 to 100 mm min1, and the same weight of PS-b-PEO to
give a concentration of 10 mg ml1 was dissolved in solutions of
either pure THF or a binary mixture of THF and water with 2%,
5%, and 10% water by volume. These solutions and their
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corresponding experiments will be referred to as V0, V2, V5, and
V10 hereaer. At water contents greater than 10 v%, the solution
turned opaque white, indicating the precipitation of BCP
chains, so it was not a homogeneous solution as desired. In the
following, the AFM morphologies from this experimental series
will be described rst, and then the eﬀect of lm thickness and
solvent selectivity on these trends will be investigated by
ellipsometry and DLS experiments.
In order to investigate the created morphologies, a series of
topographical AFM images representing the surface patterns of
the dip-coated lms were acquired (Fig. 1). For the lms dipcoated from the pure THF solution V0 (Fig. 1(a1–a4)), a dot
pattern with a low degree of ordering is observed as the surface
morphology at the lowest withdrawal speed of 1 mm min1. The
lighter phase in the AFM height image corresponds to the phase
of a greater height at the surface. In this case, the lighter phase
amounts to the dominant area in the image, which is why it is
expected to represent the PS block with a greater weight fraction
in the BCP used. The dot pattern could indicate either a spherical or cylindrical domain morphology in the lm. However, due
to the volume ratio of the individual polymer blocks, this dot
pattern is expected to stem from the organization of PEO into
cylindrical domains oriented vertically to the substrate, which
was also conrmed by cross-sectional TEM (Fig. 2). At a withdrawal speed of 8 mm min1, this dot pattern only appeared in
island-like regions and was surrounded by a at featureless lm
(Fig. 1(a2), see also in ESI Fig. S1†). At even greater speeds of 16–
40 mm min1, a completely featureless lm was observed. In
the highest withdrawal speed range of 64–100 mm min1, the
island-like regions of dot patterns appeared again. The average
diameters of these cylinders corresponding to diﬀerent withdrawal speeds where the nanostructures were obtained range
from 11.0 to 12.4 nm as indicated in Table 1.
The patterns of the lms created from V2 (Fig. 1(b1–b4))
exhibited a hexagonally ordered dot array at lower withdrawal
speeds (1–8 mm min1) and featureless lms at intermediate
withdrawal speeds (16–40 mm min1). The dot pattern created
by vertically oriented cylindrical domains reappeared within
islands (64–80 mm min1) and covered the entire lm at the
highest withdrawal speed (100 mm min1). The diameter of
these cylinders is greater than that for the lms created from V0,
with an average value ranging from 16.2 to 19.4 nm. The
cylinders at higher withdrawal speeds were also found to have
a greater diameter (Table 1).
The lms created from V5 (Fig. 1(c1–c4)) exhibited
a similar morphological evolution to the ones created from
V2 . The dot pattern was present in the low withdrawal speed
regime of 1–8 mm min1 , a featureless lm was observed
for 16–40 mm min1 , and the dot pattern re-emerged for
64–80 mm min1 . Intriguingly, stripe patterns were formed
inside bigger island-like regions at the greatest withdrawal
speed of 100 mm min1. The diameter of the dots
corresponding to the vertical cylinder morphology is around
26.1–27.0 nm and the width of the stripes is 32.9 nm.
The surface morphologies found for the lms created from
V10 were stripes and featureless (Fig. 1(d1–d4)). At the lowest
speed of 1 mm min1, a pattern that appeared to transition

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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Representative AFM height images of ﬁlms dip-coated from 10 mg ml1 PS-b-PEO solutions containing varying contents of water in THF:
(a1–a4) V0, (b1–b4) V2, (c1–c4) V5 and (d1–d4) V10. The white bar represents a scale of 200 nm.

Fig. 1

Fig. 2 TEM cross-sectional image of the dot patterns. The samples
were coated with platinum to protect the fragile polymer layer
underneath. The scale bar represents 50 nm.

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry

from the vertical cylindrical morphology to stripes, either
indicating horizontally oriented cylinders or lamellae, emerged.
Dip-coating lms with withdrawal speeds of 8–16 mm min1 led
to a striped surface morphology. For the highest speed range of
32–100 mm min1, the surface of the entire lm was featureless.
These morphology data clearly show that there are diﬀerent
morphology trends, which are aﬀected by the withdrawal speed
and water content of the solution. Apart from the diﬀerent
patterns and the sizes of their features, it should be investigated
what ensures that a surface pattern is formed at all. It is well
known that the lm thickness and the natural periodicity of the
BCP need to commensurate for a surface pattern to extend
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The type and dimensions of the surface patterns observed in the investigated BCP ﬁlms

Solvent used

Surface patterns

Nanodomain sizes, D (nm)

V0

Dots

V2

Dots

V5

Dots (1–80 mm min1)
Stripes (100 mm min1)

V10

Mixture of dots and stripes (1 mm min1) or stripes (8 mm min1)

12.4
11.3
11.0
16.2
16.0
19.4
27.0
26.1
32.9
37.2

widely, depending on the microdomain orientation of the
lm.53,54 Moreover, the lm thickness is aﬀected by the withdrawal speed. Therefore, the withdrawal speed might impact
whether a surface pattern is formed indirectly by determining
the lm thickness. To conrm this hypothesis, the thickness of
all created lms was measured to see if there is a clear trend
between pattern emergence and formed lm thickness.
3.1

Eﬀect of lm thickness

In order to comprehend the eﬀect of lm thickness on the
formation of the BCP patterns, ellipsometry was employed to
present the average thickness of the dip-coated lms as a function of withdrawal speeds (Fig. 3). The measured thickness
developed in a V-shape manner with respect to the withdrawal

Relationship between the ﬁlm thickness and withdrawal rate for
PS-b-PEO ﬁlms dip-coated from solutions of diﬀerent water contents
in THF: V0 (black squares), V2 (red circles), V5 (blue upward triangles)
and V10 (green downward triangles). The horizontal dashed black line
represents the critical thickness below which featureless ﬁlms were
obtained for dot patterns. In the area between the dashed black line
and dashed red line, ﬁlms with island-like regions containing dot
nanodomains were observed. The dotted lines connecting the data
points are for the sole purpose of visual guidance. The standard
deviation of each data point is estimated to be within 2 to 4% of the
original average value.
Fig. 3
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 1.5 (a1)
 0.8 (a2)
 0.8 (a4)
 1.6 (b1)
 1.1 (b3)
 3.3 (b4)
 2.1 (c1)
 1.8 (c3)
 2.6 (c4)
 1.6 (d2)

speed, which is in agreement with previous reports for dipcoated block copolymer thin lms.38,41,42 Here, the capillary
regime occurred at dip-coating speeds of 1–8 mm min1,
whereas the viscous drag regime is found for withdrawal speeds
greater than 40 mm min1. The minimum lm thickness of
12–25 nm for lms from diﬀerent solutions was found for lms
coated in the intermediate regime of the withdrawal speed from
16–40 mm min1. The thickness developed with the withdrawal
speed in a similar manner for lms created from each respective
solution; however, a greater water content led to a greater
overall thickness.
It was attempted to link the spread of the created nanodomain surface patterns to the thickness of the lms. All the
featureless PS-b-PEO lms created from the solutions V0, V2 and
V5 had a thickness of less than 19 nm (regions a3, b2 and c2 in
Fig. 3). This indicates that these lms were formed by a single
brush layer of the BCP, presumably with PEO preferably wetting
the Si substrate and PS at the air interface to minimize the free
surface energy.49 This threshold thickness, below which a brush
layer forms, depends on the individual BCP used, specically its
molecular weight and the wetting conditions of the blocks.38,39
The lms for which islands of surface patterns surrounded by
a featureless lm were observed possessed a thickness ranging
from 20 to 25 nm (regions a2, a4, b3, and c3 in Fig. 3). Such
island-like regions are known to form as a result of partial
incommensurability of the lm thickness and the natural
periodicity of a BCP nanodomain pattern with an orientation
parallel to the substrate.53–55 Curiously though, the island-like
surface morphologies in this case are attained in combination
with a perpendicular nanodomain orientation. This might
indicate that even for the formation of a perpendicularly
oriented pattern there is a minimum thickness the pattern
needs to develop for it to be energetically feasible. This especially makes sense in cases like ours, where the nal BCP
arrangement is still not in equilibrium. In cases where the
overall lm thickness is below this minimum requirement and
above the threshold for brush layers (approximately the region
between the red and black dashed lines in Fig. 3), such island
regions might be formed at the expense of thinner featureless
areas surrounding them, similarly to the case of incommensurability with parallel domain orientations. All of this shows that
the thickness did indeed play a major role in determining how
much of the lm the nanodomain surface pattern covers, and

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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only the samples created from V10 behaved diﬀerently from the
presented trend.
To understand the span of the pattern for the lms created
from V10, it is important to keep the diﬀerent domain
morphologies of these lms in mind. Unlike most other
samples, these lms exhibited either a featureless or a striped
pattern at the surface. This indicates an either lamellar or
a horizontally oriented cylindrical morphology. Depending on
the morphology and orientation, these patterns will be
commensurate with diﬀerent lm thickness ranges than that of
the dot patterns. In this case, it appears that the striped patterns
only occurred for samples with a thickness greater than 40 nm,
indicating that a lower thickness than this did not match with
the periodicity of the stripe BCP morphology. For a lamellar
morphology, it has been found that a perpendicular orientation
is attained when the lm thickness is smaller than the interlamellar spacing,56–59 making a parallel orientation highly
unfeasible. A similar thickness driven orientation change might
also be observed in our experiments if the stripes correspond to
parallel cylinders, since they are only observed at greater lm
thicknesses. If the domain spacing is great in comparison to the
lm thickness for lms of less than 40 nm, this might lead to
a preference for the perpendicular orientation. This shows that
in order to make predictions about the ideal thickness range to
create patterns spanning the entire lm surface, the specic
morphology must also be taken into consideration.
Aer understanding the relationship between lm thickness
and pattern formation, it is crucial to understand how the
diﬀerent solvent systems aﬀected this thickness. In the capillary
regime at withdrawal speeds of 1–8 mm min1, the thickness of
lms dip-coated from V0, V2, and V5 was very similar, ca. 36–
39 nm. The lms created from V10 were considerably thicker
than the ones created from other solutions, with about 60 nm at
a 1 mm min1 withdrawal speed. Since the thickness in the
capillary regime is governed by convective capillarity and
evaporation,29 a greater water content in the solution should
decrease the evaporation rate, which would be expected to
decrease the lm thickness. However, the opposite was
observed in this case, indicating that a change in the convective
capillary ow counters this. A similar observation was also reported for PS-b-P4VP lms, which were thicker when coated
from toluene (lower evaporation rate) than from p-dioxane
(higher evaporation rate).42 In the referenced work, it was suggested that the lower viscosity of toluene might cause an
increase in capillary feeding, thereby leading to the creation of
thicker lms. In this research, however, the addition of water to

Table 2

THF increased the nal viscosity of the solvent,60 which still
leads to thicker lms, so the viscosity change cannot explain
this thickness trend. Therefore, it was assumed that the
enhanced capillary feeding for solutions with a greater water
content was a result of increased surface tension, which would
also increase the capillary force.61
In order to test the hypothesis that the addition of water to
the solvent increased the surface tension, the contact angle
between the diﬀerent solutions and the Si substrate was
measured as an indication. Greater contact angles between the
solution and the Si substrate were indeed observed when the
water content was greater in the solution (Fig. S2†), indicating
a higher apparent surface tension, which is in good accordance
with the theoretical value of the surface tension in Table 2. This
conrms the assumption that a decreased wettability caused by
the addition of water to THF leads to a greater capillary ow and
thereby thicker lms, which appears to have a greater eﬀect on
the capillary force than the increased viscosity, and a greater
eﬀect on the thickness than the evaporation rate in this case.
In the viscous drag regime of withdrawal speeds greater than
40 mm min1, there is a clear trend of lm thickness increasing
with a greater water content in the solution coated from. In this
regime, the thickness of the created lms depends on the
viscous drag force of the solution.29 An increase of solvent
viscosity, as we have when adding water to THF, would therefore
lead to a greater viscous drag force. This force in turn ensures
that more solution is entrained when the substrate is withdrawn, which will lead to a thicker lm. Therefore, the thickness trend in the viscous drag regime can be explained by the
trend of solvent viscosity aﬀecting the viscous drag force.
The intermediate regime at withdrawal speeds of 16–40
mm min1 showed the same trend of increasing lm thickness
with increasing water content in the solution. Since the intermediate regime is formed by a combination of the eﬀects from
the capillary regime and the viscous drag regime, it is no
surprise that the same correlation between water content and
thickness was found.

3.2

Eﬀect of solution composition

Aer the conditions for pattern emergence in this research,
namely the right thickness, were better understood, we investigated what causes a specic pattern to emerge to explain the
observed morphological evolution. It is well known that the
volume fractions of the blocks play a major role in the pattern
that is formed,38,67 and this seems to be the case here as well.

Physical properties of the solvents used and their interaction with PS and PEO blocks

Vapor pressure (mmHg)
Solvents (ref. 62 and 63)

Surface tension (dynes per
cm) (ref. 64 and 65)

Solvent interaction
Solvent interaction
Viscosity (cP) (ref. 64 parameter of the PS blocka parameter of the PEO blocka
and 65)
(cPS-solvent)
(cPEO-solvent)

THF
Water

26.4
72

0.53
0.89

162
24

0.35
4.40

0.36
1.26

The solvent interaction parameters of the PS and PEO blocks are calculated based on their solubility parameters66 by using the equation c ¼ Vs(ds
 dp)2/RT + 0.34, where Vs is the molar volume of the solvent, and ds and dp are the solubility parameters of the solvent and the polymer, respectively.
a

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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The increase in the water content in the solution clearly aﬀected
the feature sizes of the surface patterns created, as well as the
type of the pattern. The dot size, which likely corresponds to the
diameter of a PEO cylinder lm morphology, increased with
increasing water content if the withdrawal speed was kept
similar (Table 1). From V0 to V5, the diameter of the dots
increased more than two-fold on average at the lowest withdrawal speed, which would correspond to an almost ve times
greater volume of a cylinder. This observation indicates an
increase in the volume fraction of the PEO block relative to the
PS one, which can be achieved by selectively swelling this block.
In order to yield an indication about the preferential swelling
of PEO with an increasing water content of the solution, DLS
measurements were performed. The hydrodynamic radius of
PS-b-PEO in the diﬀerent solvent mixtures, Rh, is shown in Table
3. The respective interaction parameters of PS and PEO with
THF are close to identical (Table 2), which indicates that THF is
a nearly equally good solvent for both blocks. Therefore, the
BCP is expected to adopt a random coil conformation in THF,
which was conrmed by DLS. The Rh value of the PS-b-PEO
sample in pure THF was ca. 8 nm, probably corresponding to
the structure of a single polymer chain, as suggested by previous
reports.68,69 The addition of water to the solution leads to the
increase of the Rh value to ca. 10.8, 10.9, and 16.1 nm for 2, 5,
and 10 v% water respectively. According to similar studies done
in the literature, in which water is added to a BCP dissolved in
a non-selective solvent, the presence of water resulted in the
self-organization of the single BCP chains into dynamic
micelles, with the micelle size and count increasing with the
water content of the solution.68–70 The micelles reported in these
works were found to have the hydrophobic block as the core,
and the hydrophilic block as the corona. However, in our case, it
is diﬃcult to conclude about the exact structure of the BCP in
the solution using solely DLS data. Despite the uncertainty
about the BCP structure in solution, the DLS result still clearly
demonstrates the proportional expansion of the PS-b-PEO
structure with the amount of added water. This further indicates that a solution with a greater water content does indeed
preferentially interact with the PEO block, leading to preferential swelling during lm formation and a greater apparent
volume fraction of PEO in the dried lm.
The preferential swelling explains why the cylinder diameter
increases with increasing water content. Moreover, striped
patterns are formed from V10. By now it could not be conrmed
whether this pattern emerges from horizontal cylindrical or
lamellar domains. Therefore, a brief explanation for either
option will be oﬀered. The selective swelling of one block with
a solvent or additive leads to a greater eﬀective volume fraction
of this block, which can induce a change in the domain

Table 3

morphology.38,71,72 This could explain the transition from
a cylindrical to a lamellar morphology, which occurs for more
even volume fractions of the BCP blocks.67 An explanation for
the reorganization of the cylinders into a horizontal alignment
could be the previously discussed change in the thickness, or
the change in the evaporation rate of the solvent when more
water is added. Dip-coating is known to favor perpendicular
orientations due to the relatively fast solvent evaporation; thus,
if this evaporation rate decreases, the cylindrical domains
might orient diﬀerently. Therefore, the pattern evolution with
increasing water content at a similar withdrawal speed can be
explained by the preferential swelling of the PEO block and
potentially the decreased solvent evaporation during the drying
of the lm.
What still needs to be explained is the morphological
evolution of lms coated from the same solution with
increasing withdrawal speed. For V2, the cylinder diameter at
greater withdrawal speeds increased from 16.2 nm at lower
speeds to 19.4 nm at 100 mm min1 (Fig. 1b4). For lms created
from V5, the relatively big dots at low withdrawal speeds
changed to islands of stripes at fast withdrawal speeds. And for
V10, the striped pattern became more pronounced at higher
withdrawal speeds (Fig. 1d2), while it appeared to be more of
a transitional pattern at the lowest speeds (Fig. 1d1). Overall, the
patterns at greater withdrawal speeds are reminiscent of
patterns with a greater PEO volume fraction if we assume that
the stripes represent lamellae, which can be induced by
a greater water content in the solution.
It is known that at withdrawal speeds in the viscous drag
regime, the entrained solution consolidates, whereas at withdrawal speeds in the capillary regime, capillary feeding occurs
during the evaporation of the solution and formation of the
lm. Furthermore, while water is fully miscible with THF, it also
evaporates slower than THF.62 Together with the small volume
of the drying lm and the large surface area of evaporation, this
can lead to a gradual increase of the water ratio in the solution
during solvent evaporation. Therefore, the appearance of
a greater water ratio at higher withdrawal speeds might be true,
since at lower withdrawal speeds the forming lm is continuously fed with fresh solution. This feed of fresh solution could
keep the volume fraction of water in the evaporating solution
closer to the one of the bulk solution. This hypothesis also ts
with the observation that the pattern and dot size for lms
created from V0 do not change with the withdrawal speed, since
this change in the other solutions would be created by the
presence of a second solvent with a diﬀerent evaporation rate in
the solution. Therefore, the appearance of a lower water content
of the solution at lower withdrawal speeds is likely caused by the

Hydrodynamic radius of the PS-b-PEO BCP in diﬀerent solvent systems

Solvent used

V0

V2

V5

V10

Hydrodynamic radius of the BCP, Rh (nm)
Polydispersity

8.0
0.253

10.8
0.223

10.9
0.213

16.1
0.244
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inowing bulk solution countering a potential faster evaporation of THF in the solvent system.
3.3

Lateral order of the pattern

Many potential applications for BCP patterning require great
control over the lateral ordering, especially those in the data
storage and semiconductor industries.73,74 Therefore, it is of
great interest to determine the degree of order of the created
patterns, and what this degree is aﬀected by. The order of the
hexagonally packed dot array stemming from vertical cylinders,
which was obtained for lms created from solutions with
0 to 5 v% water, can be determined by creating FFT images
(Fig. 4). For lms dip-coated from V0, the FFT pattern is characterized by a continuous ring, indicating disorder (Fig. 4a). The
six-spot patterns of the FFT images for solutions V2 and V5
(Fig. 4b and c), on the other hand, revealed that the degree of
ordering did increase with increasing water content, as can be

Nanoscale Advances
seen by the clarity and strength of the six-spot pattern. For V5,
the six-spot pattern was even surrounded by another set of spots
(Fig. 4c), demonstrating a high degree of ordering. Probing
diﬀerent locations of the lm by AFM revealed that the ordering
is long-range. Therefore, it appears that the higher selectivity of
the solvent with more water present, a property also inherently
coupled to the evaporation rate, aided the organization of the
domains into a better-ordered pattern.
It has been observed earlier that a greater solvent selectivity,
and specically adding a solvent selective for the minor block,
can greatly enhance the ordering of BCP domains during
solvent annealing.49,75–78 Solvent annealing commonly takes
several hours, during which the polymer chains are mobile and
can attain a state closer to equilibrium, leading to fewer defects
in the ordering. Applying solvent annealing to enable the
macromolecular diﬀusion required for removing the defects in
the lateral ordering, but retaining the non-equilibrium vertical

Fast Fourier transform (FFT) of AFM images for the evaluation of the ordering of the cylinders formed from diﬀerent solutions: (a) V0 (1, 8
and 100 mm min1), (b) V2 (1–8, 64–80 and 100 mm min1) and (c) V5 (1–8 and 64 mm min1). The size of the inset AFM images is 200  200 nm.

Fig. 4

Schematic illustration summarizing the interplay of the proposed main factors aﬀecting the pattern evolution found for dip-coated PS-bPEO thin ﬁlms in this work. Note: the domain morphologies drawn are examples and not necessarily the ones present.

Fig. 5
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orientation of the morphology, is a delicate balance.20,79,80 An
eﬀect similar to solvent annealing was likely observed for our
experiments, since the addition of water did not only increase
the selectivity of the solvent towards the minor block, but also
increased the overall evaporation time. The combination of
a solvent mixture with the dip-coating technique allowed us to
reach a better lateral ordering of the nanodomains using a onestep method within minutes, thus making it more feasible for
industrial applications.

conducted by Hoang M. Nguyen, and the TEM analysis was
done by Swarnalok De. The development of the theory was
a joint eﬀort of both Hoang M. Nguyen and Ariane V. Mader.
Hoang M. Nguyen and Ariane V. Mader wrote the rst version of
the manuscript, which was nally rened by all the co-authors.

3.4

Acknowledgements

Summarized theory of parameter interplay

In this work, it was found that the withdrawal speed and solvent
composition greatly determined the observed patterns (Fig. 5).
The lm thickness was the main factor in determining whether
a surface pattern is created and how far it spans. This is
a consequence of the commensurability requirements, which
also depend on the specic nanodomain morphologies. The
domain morphology itself appeared to mainly be determined by
the apparent volume fractions of the blocks, which can be
tailored by selective solvent swelling. Moreover, the diﬀerent
evaporation rates of components of a solvent mixture led to
a greater solvent evolution during evaporation in the viscous
drag regime, which further aﬀected the patterns by changing
the possible degree of domain swelling. Finally, the hexagonal
ordering of surface dot patterns improved by increasing the
selectivity of the solvent towards the minor block.

4. Conclusion
The eﬀects of the dip-coating technique and related parameters
on nanodomain morphology formation and ordering have not
been investigated for most BCPs yet, which hinders intentional
pattern design. Therefore, the morphological evolution of PS-bPEO was investigated for diﬀerent withdrawal speeds and
solvent mixtures. The diﬀerent surface patterns observed were
dots, stripes, and featureless areas, varying with the withdrawal
speed and solvent system used. The inuence of lm thickness
and solvent composition on the nal lm morphology was
investigated, and the withdrawal regime was also found to play
a role in the solvent evolution. Overall, the hexagonal ordering
of surface dot patterns could be improved by increasing the
selectivity of the solvent towards the minor block. The discussed
ndings allow for a better overall understanding of the diﬀerent
parameters inuencing the morphology formation and orientation and their interplay. Investigating the eﬀect of predetermined surface orientations on morphologies by using
random copolymer brush layers could be a next step for a more
complete understanding of parameters and their interplay. This
understanding will aid to pave the way for future applications
based on the control of BCP patterning in thin lms.
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